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Abstract. Privacy is a fluid concept. It is both difficult to define and difficult to achieve. The large
amounts of data currently available at hands of companies and administrations increase individual
concerns on what is yet to be known about us. For the sake of penalisation and customisation, we
often need to give up and supply information that we consider sensitive and private. Other sensitive
information is inferred from information that seems harmless.
Even when we explicitly require privacy and anonymity, profiling and device fingerprinting may
disclose information about us leading to reidentification. Mobile devices and the internet of things
make keeping our live private still more difficult.
Agent technologies can play a fundamental role to provide privacy-aware solutions. Agents are inherently suitable in the heterogeneous environment in which our devices work, and we can delegate
to them the task of protecting our privacy. Agents should be able to reason about our privacy requirements, and may collaborate (or not) with other agents to help us to achieve our privacy goals. We are
presented in the connected world with multiple interests, profiles, and also through multiple agentified devices. We envision our agentified devices to collaborate among themselves and with other
devices so that our privacy preferences are satisfied. We believe that this is an overlooked field. Our
work intends to start shedding some light on the topic by outlining the requirements and challenges
where agent technologies can provide a decisive role.
Keywords. Data privacy, user privacy, privacy enhancing technologies, multiagent systems.

1

Introduction

Privacy has become a major concern for companies and individuals. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe, and similar regulations in the rest of the world, have
obliged companies to increase data privacy standards to avoid privacy leakages. Companies need to implement data privacy technologies to avoid disclosure to grant permissions
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to data access (e.g., access control [17]), when they share data (e.g., masking methods), as
well as when they develop data-driven solutions (e.g., privacy-preserving machine learning to avoid membership attacks).
GDPR as well as other regulations impose substantial fines if sensitive information is
leaked. The regulation and increasing public interest has caused a boom in data privacy technologies. Concepts as deidentification, k-anonymity [8, 33, 37], differential privacy [15, 16] are now well-known beyond the data privacy specialists.
Data privacy solutions [14, 19, 39, 41] implemented by companies and organisations mainly
assume that data is centralised. Alternatively, some solutions focus on distributed settings
but in this case it is usually assumed that the number of databases is reduced. This corresponds to the case of a few companies or organisations sharing their data or agreeing
to do a common analysis of their data. Relatively recently, federated learning [26, 44] has
emerged as an alternative when a centralised entity wants to compute a data-driven model
with data from multiple devices. Federated learning, however, does not avoid privacy
leakages.
Individuals’ data is distributed and at hands of companies and organisations. Then, individuals need to trust these companies and organisations and expect that they will take care
of their data, a difficult endeavour to achieve [28]. Even in the case that their practice is according to law and regulations and privacy by design principles are thoroughly observed
(specially the data minimisation requirement), companies and organisations have as their
main goal the safeguard of their own interests. For example, they are interested in their intellectual property rights (IPR) and in keeping private any confidential information related
to their own practices and protocols. Some initiatives are being developed to provide users
a centralised access to their data for any possible data transaction [38]. Our position is that
effective protection of individuals’ sensitive information needs to be implemented on the
individuals’ end. Multiagent systems can empower citizens and give them back control of
their own data.
GDPR by means of the rights of access, rectification, and erasure, allow some control by
the user of this data. GDPR enforcement can benefit from a posteriori actions, specially in
situations where sanctions must be imposed to complement accountability measures. For
example, situations in which permanent connectivity cannot be guaranteed such as delaytolerant network and spontaneous communication scenarios, and where privacy violations
can be discovered later on, during an audit of monitored logs.
In this paper we discuss the problem of user privacy. This is the case in which the users
themselves have full control of their sensitive information. Due to the amount of information out there, and to the fact that our daily activity is tracked, most aware users have
difficulties with making learned decisions on which are the best strategies to follow. Multiagent technologies can be very useful for user privacy and it is only by means of sophisticated agent technologies [43] that appropriate decisions can be made. That is, by means of
implementing and using privacy agents with full-fledged deductive capabilities, incorporating state-of-the-art machine learning approaches, and multiagent systems designed to
incorporate agreement technologies (negotiation and argumentation abilities).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides preliminaries. Section 3 addresses the use of agent technologies for user privacy. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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2

Preliminaries

In this section we discuss several issues related to data privacy and disclosure risk that will
lay the foundations of our approach detailed in this work.

2.1

Privacy dimensions and user privacy

There are different ways to classify privacy enhancing technologies. One of the classifications is taking into account whose privacy is being sought. We consider (i) respondent
privacy, (ii) holder privacy, and (iii) user privacy [12, 39]. Respondents are the individuals
that provide the data to an organisation. They correspond to data subjects providing personal data according to GDPR. Data holders are the ones that store and process the data.
They correspond to data controller and data processors according to the GDPR.
Respondent privacy and holder privacy have different focus. Individual’s privacy preferences are different from organisations keeping data. Organisations are obliged to protect sensitive information about data subjects, but their deepest privacy requirements are
more focused on intellectual property rights, and sensitive information about the company
that can give economical advantage to competitors (e.g., market information about clients
and products). Nevertheless, both respondent privacy and holder privacy shall be implemented by the data holder.
User privacy is about the privacy of a subject. The difference between respondent and user
privacy is that subjects have a passive role in the former case and have an active role in the
latter case. That is, privacy technologies are implemented by the data holder to ensure
respondent privacy, while privacy technologies are implemented by the user themselves to
ensure user privacy (e.g., through encryption for private mail transmission).
In fact, user privacy can go beyond what these tools provide. For example, users benefit
from tools that permit private distributed computing as e.g. secure multiparty computation
(as in [7]).

2.2

Communications and fingerprinting

Privacy in communications has been studied in the context of internet, providing different
mechanisms. Widely known is the use of onion routing for anonymous communications
(e.g. The Tor Project [11]), or mix networks as routing or message shufflers. These tools,
among others, can provide end-to-end anonymity in communications over computer networks and are usually combined with profiling and fingerprinting prevention mechanisms.
It is well-known that privacy is related to our identification in online services. Nevertheless, the use of pseudonyms and other kind of techniques based on hiding our own identity
is usually not enough. There are quite a few ways so that business and services providers
profile and identify users. Device fingerprints is one of them. That is, the information on
the software and hardware of the clients when connected to e.g. a web service. Device fingerprints [2] make most devices unique. Therefore, they are a simple way to reidentify and
link data from the same person when using different services. Tools exist to avoid device
fingerprinting by means of handling different sets of fingerprints [21].

2.3

Machine learning and disclosure

There is a substantial amount of research [1, 25] on the application of machine and statistical learning to infer user private characteristics from the information available in social
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networks. Examples include inferences on user’s political preferences, sexual orientation,
religious views and even parental separation.
Therefore, what users post, the friends they have, and the interests they express in social
networks can make others learn about their private life.
Similar studies have been done on information from different types of devices, including
smartphones and IoT devices [34, 40].

2.4

User’s privacy in information retrieval

Private information retrieval (PIR) and user privacy in information retrieval provide tools
for avoiding to share the identity of the users as well as their queries. Information-theoretic
PIR and computational PIR provide the strongest guarantees to avoid the disclosure of
the query. This is at the expense of high computational costs and strong requirements
on the server side, which makes real implementation difficult. Other approaches exist as
well, with smaller privacy requirements and making collaboration with the server unnecessary. These approaches are based on perturbation of queries and on dissociating multiple
facets/queries of the same individual. The latter is based on the observation that a person has multiple interests and is the combination of these multiple interests (facets) that
makes identification possible. Privacy agents that act on behalf of users to implement different policies for avoiding query disclosure already exist. Additional collaboration among
agents would permit to design multiple communication spaces [35] and avoid disclosure
of the user identity. This implies defining anonymity sets of users, and agents forwarding
queries of other agents within an anonymity set.

2.5

Federated learning

Data-driven models are data intensive. Most machine and statistical learning methods are
developed to be applied to centralised databases. In the last years there has been a trend to
consider decentralised settings, which are more privacy friendly.
Federated learning [45] considers highly decentralised environments. In a nutshell, data
from devices is kept locally. A central authority computes a machine learning model by
means of interactions with the devices, but local data is never sent to this central authority.
Instead, the central model is shared with the devices, and the devices send differences
between their local models and the central model. Transmitting differences are to avoid the
sharing of sensitive information.
Leakage of sensitive information can take place because the final model can lead to membership inference [27]. Injection attacks show the difficulties of building models when individual agents intend to fool the protocols and influence the outcome beyond what is necessary. At the same time, privacy standards of federated learning are far from clear. A major
concern is that differences between models and local data can lead to disclosure of sensitive information. Research on differential private machine learning models for federated
learning tries to solve some of these difficulties [42, 45]. Nevertheless, all information from
a single device usually corresponds to a single individual with non-independent records,
which makes standard differential privacy protocols unsuitable [13]. In addition, federated
learning requires several interactions between the central authority and the devices, which
threatens privacy and means that agents either run out of privacy budgets very soon or
need to have large privacy budgets. Multiple devices from the same users, make things
still more complex. Dependencies between devices will appear and this is not taken into
account by current research.
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2.6

A Posteriori Access Control

While traditional access control assumes that users must be prevented from gaining access
to a resource outside their sphere of access (i.e., to stop unauthorised activity from occurring by blocking it immediately if it is not explicitly allowed in a given policy), the idea of
A Posteriori Access Control (APAC [3, 10]) can be seen as the combination of monitoring and
audit at the same time, i.e., it allows access without imposing prevention constraints; but
monitors and audits all the executed actions, in order to apply after-the-fact sanctions (e.g.,
enforcement of fines due to GDPR infringement), when policy violations are discovered.
APAC can be seen as a specialised version of passive intrusion detection, in which access
permissions may evolve over time, fulfilling the objective of not preventing attacks, but
rather fixing responsibilities and applying sanctions after a careful analysis of logs. The
execution steps of an APAC process also differ from those of passive intrusion detection,
since in addition to log processing, normalisation, and analysis, it will also require some
data semantic augmentation in order to enforce accountability measures.

3

Agent technologies for user privacy

Respondent and holder privacy is implemented by data holders (data controllers and data
processors using GDPR terminology), but in this case individuals need to trust organisations, expect that they apply appropriate technologies, and hope that data management
does not lead to unintended leakages.
The only way that individuals may have full control of their data is by implementing
themselves user privacy methods. User privacy can empower individuals allowing them
to select their own privacy preferences and make their own decisions for attaining appropriate privacy levels. We consider that agent technologies can have a leading role in helping
individuals to protect their privacy. That is, in implementing user privacy.

3.1

Challenges to achieve user privacy

We underline some of the major difficulties that multi-agent technologies can help to solve
in relation to user privacy.
• Users have access to the connected world through a high variety of devices. For
instance, Internet of Things is increasing the number of personal devices connected
to the internet. These devices are highly heterogeneous. Any privacy solution needs
to take into account this heterogeneity.
• Each user has access and interacts with the world through multiple devices, instead of
a single one. Data protection technologies usually assume that records in a database
are independent. It is uncertain that this independence holds under the assumption
that each person has a single entry point to internet. E.g., multiple queries to search
engines are clearly not independent (recall the AOL case that permitted identification
of the user behind a set of queries by the New York Times), multiple contributions to
a federated learning algorithm are not independent. Naturally, multiple entry points
to internet make this independence assumption more improbable.
• In a given place such as a household, there are shared devices, which may transmit
indistinctly information from several household members.
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• It is difficult for an individual, even a highly motivated one, to be consistent in the
use of devices to avoid the disclosure of sensitive information.
• Private browsing and access to services are expected to provide some privacy guarantees. Nevertheless, devices have fingerprints that can help on reidentification. See
Section 2.2.
• It is also extremely difficult for any individual to know what is inferred from a single
online activity, taking into account all previous history. See Section 2.3 on machine
learning and disclosure.

Agent technologies can play a fundamental role by means of providing a privacy agent
that helps users to ensure a desired privacy level. We can envision,
• a single agent that represents a user in the internet, governing all user devices, and to
which the user delegates the task of protecting user’s privacy.

3.2

Requirements for privacy agents

To achieve the aforementioned challenges, privacy agents must know the privacy preferences of the user they represent; and should also be aware of all available information
about the user. This includes, what information has been transmitted to each service, and
what information has been posted in social networks. Agents also will know what can be
inferred from these already available information [32, 18], in line with data-driven models
extracted from social networks.
Furthermore, agents must be able to act on behalf of users taking into account their preferences. This implies that agents should be able to reason and decide on user’s behalf about
user’s privacy requirements, taking into account user’s information, and the services required [9]. They will also take into account e.g. the computation approach (i.e., centralised
vs. federated learning) related to a service.
Decision making can take different forms, in general, it may require agents to reach agreements and negotiate [20, 6] so that they can access services or trade. Decisions can be made
on different items of interests. They include all kind of decisions with respect to services
and trade, but also about deciding to transmit any information, to refrain from transmitting, as well as decisions related to collaborations and agreements with other agents to
achieve good privacy levels together. In particular, collaboration with other agents means
e.g. sharing information with other agents, building anonymity sets with other agents to
hide their own data, mask data in collaboration with other agents, and forward queries
to/from other agents to search engines (as discussed in Section 2.4).
During the execution of the agents actions, negotiation activities on behalf of users may
benefit from policy refinement approaches that provide semantic enrichment [30, 29]. For
instance, use of policy languages enriched with semantics (e.g., to provide augmented privacy concepts). This can be achieved by using, for instance, OWL (Web Ontology Language) and RDF (Resource Description Framework). This will be useful for price negotiation tasks in trading activities (e.g., finding the best price in a negotiation scenario, achieving the always best deal) or goods acquisition (e.g., finding the best offer, not necessarily the
cheapest one, in a customer-provider scenario). The related literature shows extensive examples of agents negotiating access on behalf of the user, e.g., under the context of mobile
phones [5, 4], social media [22, 23, 31, 36], and Internet of Things [24].
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Agents could also perform a posteriori actions based on user history, behaviour and preferences. Following the ideas of APAC (cf. Section 2.6), agents will be able to conduct different actions on behalf of the user after their interactions. This can include opt-out actions
in internet services or even placing (or advising in) complaints or claims in case a privacy
violation is detected.
In addition,
• agents must advise the users on different privacy related questions. Agents will be
able to make learned decisions on the transmissions, both with respect to timing and
content. Explainable decisions can help users to improve their knowledge;
• agents must be able to deal with multiple profiles, fingerprints, and provide to Internet services appropriate contexts according to user’s preferences, user’s knowledge
and service requirements. Agents need to take into account the case of devices in the
same household used by multiple user’s;
• agents could provide a mixed local/cloud execution model to suit the user preferences. The main agent core can be externally executed in a trusted cloud provider,
but it can also offer a local execution model distributed over the user devices. In this
case, there might be some limitations on the autonomy of execution (execute actions
asynchronously at any time), computation power (low computation devices) or data
storage. If required, a mixed model where the agent executes in a local cloud instance
from the user (like a home desktop computer) centralising the computation and data
storage for all user instances can also be accommodated.
• agents must provide high-usability user-friendly mechanisms and interfaces to interact with the users regarding the configuration and notification of privacy preferences
and information.
Agents themselves can cause privacy leakages and they can be mistrusted by users. Agents
will have access to all kinds of user’s information and this information can naturally be
personal and confidential. Information includes user’s preferences. In addition, due to negotiations and agreements, agents may access to personal information supplied by other
agents. Agents’ design and implementation needs to take into account this fact and apply
appropriate measures (e.g., privacy-by-design technology and open source code).

3.3

Agents types of actions

Agent actions with direct implication to the user privacy can be of three different types:
• Preventive: such as configuring the user devices and applications to reflect the user’s
privacy preferences, installing specific software (e.g. Tor or specific browser extensions), or suggesting actions to the user about how to interact with the devices.
• Proactive: during the user operations and interactions, the agent actively participates
by monitoring and acting to preserve user’s privacy. Examples are the generation
of noisy traffic or interactions, establishing anonymous connections transparently to
the user, blocking actions from applications with potential privacy implications (e.g.
sending usage data to the vendor), coordinate with other agents to mask user profiles,
etc.
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• A posteriori: after some actions, the agent can detect potential privacy problems, that
might require a posteriori actions. These are enforced by a posteriori policies, the
analysis of the monitored user actions, and potential cooperation with other agents.

In order to conduct its main actions, the privacy agent might need to conduct additional
actions such as autonomous discovery and coordination with other privacy agents for cooperative actions.

3.4

Discussion

A large set of works on both artificial intelligence (AI) and multi-agent systems (some very
recent) show that agent technologies may have a leading role in helping individuals to
protect their privacy. Moreover, extensive related literature have already settled some fundamental properties and methods to help users manage their privacy based on agent technologies. However, we think that this is an overlooked field, for several reasons.
The most important, lack of acceptance by risk-averse users, especially those aware of
privacy implications, who may question the implications for an agent to get granted access
to personal data and preferences; as well as trust and securisation issues with respect to
the agents. Some insights to address and handle such issues were provided in the previous
sections of this paper, trying to cope with the existing limitations.
We envisioned situations in which users will be supported and represented by software
assistants. Such assistants can take those necessary steps to protect privacy across all used
devices and services. This may be including communication with other agents, installing
privacy-coherent software on devices, and even policy-enforcing monitoring and auditing.
The objective is to rethink the field from its foundations by proposing a more practical and
comprehensive approach to overcome previous shortcomings.
Several factors can help to rapidly develop the field. First of all, the current increase of
available resources (e.g., storage, computational and bandwidth), AI evolution and current
regulation demands (e.g., GDPR). Second, an increasing attention to the massive collection
of sensitive data by dominant companies in the information technology domain (e.g., technological firms like Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook and Microsoft), as well as issues
related to an unethical monetisation of our data. Because of that, a near-future demand for
privacy by people of all ages and backgrounds will increase shortly.

4

Conclusion

The need for privacy is well understood. Nevertheless, high connectivity makes that isolated solutions, implemented independently in different devices, do not provide enough
privacy guarantees. Users have several entry points to internet, and this means that information transfer can occur due to the use of different services, but also due to the use of
these different entry points.
AI can help to ensure a good privacy level to citizens. In addition, privacy is an interesting
property to be addressed in multiagent systems, as most of the tools developed in the field
can be used to assist citizens to improve their privacy expectations. User privacy agents
need to be reactive but also proactive, they need to negotiate with other agents to protect
the user. They naturally need to reason and make decisions autonomously taking into
account user’s preferences, information and activities. They also need to exploit machine
learning technologies to learn and infer what others know, as well as to conduct a posteriori
actions. We think that this is an overlooked field.
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